DEPARTMENT OF DIGITAL INNOVATION

ELECTRONIC GRADEBOOK UPDATE
STRATEGIC GOAL

- LCPS will effectively implement the Phoenix Gradebook during the 2015-2016 school year and continue to improve and enhance the capabilities through FY2020
  - Accuracy and on-time posting of grades
  - Implementation of enterprise-wide data protections
  - Level of Parental engagement through the implementation of ParentVue
- 2018 target – 70% adoption rate of ParentVue. Adoption rate measured as 1 or more parents having active account.
ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE

**TeacherVue**
- Attendance
- Create/score assignments
- Contact parents
- View student:
  - Demographics
  - Schedules
  - Academic and Test history

**StudentVue**
- Access:
  - Assignments
  - Classroom resources
  - Grades
  - Unofficial transcripts
  - Report cards
- Make course requests
PARENTVUE

- Allows parents to access all information that students have in StudentVue
- Permits for self-service update for contact information
- Immunization Records
- Allows for electronic sign-offs for back to school packets
1 OR MORE PARENTS WITH ACTIVE ACCOUNT

2016: 58.90%
2017: 76.00%
2018: 85.69%
FREQUENCY WHICH PARENTS ACCESS PARENTVUE

60% Increase

of parents who access ParentVue weekly
ENHANCEMENTS COMING IN 2019

• Academic and Career Planning
• Integrated Assessments
• Integration with Google Classroom
• Electronic submission and signoffs via ParentVue
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